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Diamond Bar, CA (PRWEB) February 12, 2013 -- NOVAtime Technology, Inc. (http://www.novatime.com), a
forward-thinking workforce management solution development company that continues to apply the latest
technology advancements to its suite of Time and Attendance/Workforce Management products and services,
today announced Cincinnati Time Systems in Detroit successfully implemented the NOVAtime 4000
Workforce Management Sulution for Web Automotive.
Weber Automotive is a German-based company in the automotive supply industry. Although Weber
Automotive opened their Michigan office in 2011, the company has lived its mission statement for over 40
years: "Quality Prevails!" By focusing this mission statement towards the development and assembly of
engines, Weber Automotive strives ever closer towards the vision of integrated engine know-how and
perfection. To Weber Automotive, "Perfection is their drive," and in keeping with this vision, it's no wonder
they chose to utilize the NOVAtime 4000 workforce management system.
Upon opening its Michigan office, Weber Automotive required not only an efficient time system, but also a
flexible and advanced solution that would meet the company's wide variety of needs. The time system would
need to have the ability for employees to clock in and out and also must be able to monitor vacation, PTO,
absences, and various other types of leave, automatically and efficiently. Furthermore, Weber Automotive
needed a system that was fully scalable to meet the needs of a growing company as they opened additional
locations. Cincinnati Time Systems, an authorized NOVAtime reseller, provided the answer to Weber
Automotives needs: the NOVAtime 4000 workforce management system.
Tony, a Weber Automotive employee, had previously worked with the NOVAtime 4000 software, hardware,
and Cincinnati Time Systems at a former employer. He expressed his fondness of his entire experience with the
solution and services, and one of his first suggestions to Weber Automotive was to recommend it to the
company. Weber Automotive took his suggestion, and chose the NOVAtime 4000 Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS)solution, which is hosted by NOVAtime in a tier-1 SSAE 16 Type II certified data center, eliminating the
cost of hardware provisions and system maintenance. Weber Automotive also chose the advanced GT400 hand
reader time clocks, which scans an employee's handprint to perform time punches and other transactions.
NOVAtime 4000 met all of Weber Automotives expectations and needs, and Tony states, "the best features of
NOVAtime 4000 is the ease of editing punches and the ability to automatically transfer punches to our payroll
system." Indeed, NOVAtime 4000 is able to interface with virtually any third party HR or payroll system,
enabling the import and export of data quickly and efficiently in a fully-integrated and complete system. Weber
Automotive uses Paychex to process their payroll.
Although NOVAtime 4000 is an innovative and technologically-advanced system, NOVAtime understands that
a complete solution extends beyond just software and hardware. A complete solution entails exceptional
customer service, and Cincinnati Time Systems provides just that. The implementation of NOVAtime 4000
within Weber Automotive went smoothly, and Weber Automotive expressed that even with the smallest of
issues, a quick phone call to one of Cincinnati Time System's certified technicians was all it took to quickly
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resolve any dilemmas. Tony explains that Cincinnati Time Systems has "very professional technicians that are
not only able to quickly tell you what the problem is, but also the solution."
Tony adds that he would definitely recommend NOVAtime 4000 and Cincinnati Time Systems, because not
only does NOVAtime provide a complete, innovative, and scalable system, but also extraordinary customer
service, to help drive customers such as Weber Automotive towards perfection.
About NOVAtime
Established in 1999, NOVAtime has helped over 10,000 organizations around the world benefit from their use
of NOVAtime Workforce Management solutions. With corporate offices located in Diamond Bar, California,
NOVAtime utilizes the latest advancements in technology for its complete suite of Workforce Management
solutions. This has enabled NOVAtime to serve companies with complex data collection requirements,
including badge/biometric time clocks, browser-based data collection, telephone features, PDA scanners, etc.
NOVAtime offers solutions for scheduling, labor allocation, job costing, work-order management, and cost
center allocation. These solutions can be delivered through two supported software platforms: a licensed clientserver application with web capabilities, and a hosted software as a service application with a multi-tiered,
multi-tenant infrastructure.
For more information about NOVAtime, and to learn about how we have helped other companies control costs
and remain compliant with today’s challenging business requirements, please visit www.novatime.com or call
877.486.6682.
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Contact Information
Scott Rose
NOVAtime Technology, Inc.
(877) 486-6682
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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